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The grain-size effect on the semiconductor-to-metal transition in ZnS has been investigated by
in situ high-pressure electrical resistance and optical measurements. It is found that the grain-size
effect can elevate the transition pressure of ZnS in a larger pressure range. On the basis of the results
obtained and results reported in the literature, we demonstrate that the dangers of using the transition
pressures of the II–VI compounds as pressure calibrators without a detailed knowledge of their
grain-size effects on the transition pressures cannot be overstressed. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~99!03922-5#
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The semiconductor-to-metal transitions in a few II–
semiconductor compounds are used to establish the fi
point static pressure calibration curve in the pressure ra
from 15 to 25 GPa for the multianvil high-pressure appa
tus, which has been used in many disciplines, e.g., g
science, materials science, and physics.1 Among them is the
ZnS semiconductor, which has been investigated for m
decades.2,3 Substantial discrepancy in the magnitude of t
transformation pressure for ZnS reported in literature
been suggested due to three possible reasons:~1! the differ-
ent techniques used to identify the transition;~2! various
nonhydrostatic conditions in the different pressure appara
and~3! different systematic errors of the pressure calibrat
at different groups. Here we report another factor, the gr
size of crystals, which can influence the semiconductor
metal transition pressure. We clearly show evidence th
reduction of the grain size can substantially elevate the t
sition pressure of ZnS.

Three ZnS samples with average grain sizes of appr
mately 10mm, 36, and 11 nm, were investigated. ZnS po
der ~10 mm! with a 99.9% purity was used as a startin
material for the synthesis of nanometer-sized ZnS sam
using a Planetary ball mill~Fritsch Pulverisette 5!, with tung-
sten carbide vials and balls. A single phase with a sphale
structure~B3! in the samples studied was confirmed by x-r
powder diffraction. The average grain sizes of mill
samples and the starting material were estimated by x
powder diffraction and by scanning electron microscopy,
spectively. High resolution transmission electron microsco
measurements revealed the presence of lattice fringes
confirmed the B3 structure in the samples. Tungsten c
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tamination in the milled samples, originating from the ab
sion of the vial and balls, was found to be less than 0.5 a
from the energy dispersive x-ray analysis.

High-pressurein situ electrical resistance measuremen
at ambient temperature were carried out at Bayreuth, G
many in a 1200 ton multianvil apparatus using 10 and 7 m
edge length octahedral pressure cells. Copper foils were u
as electrodes to measure the dc resistance across a sa
disk of approximate dimensions 0.9 mm diameter and
mm thick. Resistance measurements were made on incr
ing pressure using a previously determined pressure cali
tion that is based on several pressure standards, inclu
ZnS. However, in this study, we are interested in the relat
change in pressure, at which the semiconductor-to-m

il:FIG. 1. High-pressurein situ electrical resistances for ZnS materials wi
average grain sizes of 10mm, 36, and 11 nm at ambient temperature.
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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transition is observed for samples with different grain siz
High-pressurein situ optical measurements for ZnS m

terials with average grain sizes of 10mm and 11 nm were
performed in a Mao-Bell type diamond anvil cell with 0
mm flat culet in Paris, France. The powder samples w
directly compressed in a 0.4 mm hole of a nickel gas
without pressure transmitting medium. The pressure w
measured by using small ruby chips placed on the top
mond. The high-pressure metallic phase~M–ZnS! is opaque
compared with the low-pressure semiconducting ph
~S–ZnS!, so that the phase boundary is quite well defin
By increasing the applied load to the diamonds the limit
the high-pressure phase moves in the pressure gradien
the transition pressure was accurately measured when
phase boundary was just crossing a ruby chip.

Figure 1 shows high-pressurein situ electrical resis-
tances for ZnS materials with average grain sizes of 10mm,
36, and 11 nm. It is clearly seen that the semiconductor

FIG. 2. High-pressurein situ optical micrographs of the semiconductor-to
metal transitions for ZnS materials with average grain sizes of 10mm ~a!
and 11 nm~b!. The transition pressures were determined to be 21.860.6 and
16.060.5 GPa for 11 nm and 10mm ZnS samples, respectively.
Downloaded 05 Aug 2009 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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metal transition occurs at pressures of approximately 1
60.4 and 20.560.6 GPa for the 36 and 11 nm ZnS, respe
tively, whereas for the 10mm ZnS it occurs at approximatel
15.660.3 GPa. We further performed high-pressure opti
measurements for the 11 nm ZnS as well as the 10mm
sample for comparison, as shown in Fig. 2. It is found th
the semiconductor-to-metal transition for the 11 nm Z
@Fig. 2~b!# appears at around 21.860.6 GPa while the 10mm
sample@Fig. 2~a!# has a transition at around 16.060.5 GPa,
in good agreement with the data obtained in Fig. 1. O
experimental data reveal that the semiconductor-to-m
transition pressure strongly depends on the grain size of
crystals. The smaller the crystal, the higher the transit
pressure.

Recently, the issue of the effects of crystallite size
structural stability in nanocrystals has been shown to be
considerable interest from a fundamental viewpoint, and a
with respect to the applicability of these materials. Over
last few years x-ray powder diffraction using synchrotr
radiation has been intensively applied to study the effects
crystallite size on structural stability in nanocrystals. Tolb
et al.4–6 reported their studies on Si, CdSe, and CdS na
crystals and found that the smaller the crystallite, the hig
the transformation pressure. They explained the increas
transition pressure for the nanocrystals in terms of surfa
energy differences between the phases involved. An
hancement of transition pressure in nanocrystals ZnO c
pared with corresponding bulk material was also observe7

Qadri et al.8 have also reported that the effect of reduc
particle size in PbS nanocrystals is to elevate the transi
pressure while the compressibility increases with decrea
particle size. However, Jianget al.9 reported that for
nanometer-sizedg-Fe2O3 particles the phase transition pre
sure~from g-Fe2O3 to a-Fe2O3) is lower than for bulk ma-
terial. A similar result was also reported in TiO2 for the
rutile-to-a-PbO2 transition.10 The authors suggested th
larger volume change upon transition in the nanocrys
than in bulk being the main factor. It seems that the gra
size effect on the structural stability can be of either s
with respect to the change of the transition pressure, dep
ing on the system under investigation.

On the basis of the results obtained for the ZnS samp
and results reported in the literature, therefore, it can be c
cluded that the dangers of using the transition pressure
the II–VI semiconductor compounds as pressure calibra
without a detailed knowledge of their grain-size effects
the transition pressures cannot be overstressed.
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